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Reviewer's report:

I enjoyed reading the revised paper which I think provides a very useful review. I have some minor comments to make which are detailed below:

1. Line 36 typo ‘reviewS’

2. Line 172 the total number of papers covered does not equal 24.

3. Line 218 You describe an '...especially enthusiastic fragment of organizational assets..' I assume this refers to a group of people (enthusiasts) and therefore would advise you refer to people as people (not as fragments of organizations).

4. Line 246 'health care' used twice in this line whereas 'healthcare' is used elsewhere.

5. Line 291 you refer to '...renowned healthcare improvement expert Don Berwick' and 'Dr Berwick' in line 296. I would expect references to other authors to be consistent (just surname or titles for all) and whilst Dr Berwick is indeed renowned am not sure this needs to be spelt out here.

6. Line 314 I am not convinced by the use of 3s as a verb (as in 'to 3s'). This is a rather novel use of the term and perhaps could be explained if you are to use 3s in this way.

7. Line 334 List here the 5 headings (that appear in Figure 3).

8. Line 352 '...as long as...' reads as too deterministic here given your careful explanation of the complex journeys of innovation, I would recommend softening this to something like: '...the evidence suggest that...if... then....'

9. Finally, although I don't disagree with your conclusion about the potential for realistic evaluation to be used in future 3S research, I am not convinced at introducing realistic evaluation this late in the paper as such a key concept, and disagree that realistic evaluation will get at the CAUSAL links, rather it will get at the generative mechanisms (how the innovations are understood to work, for whom and in which circumstances).
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